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Cheeky little facts

Name: Mustafa Fakih (pronounced fuh-key-hh, not fa-ki)!!
Program & Year: Bioengineering (U3)
Fun fact: I know the alphabet backwards for some reason

Some info about Engineering & the EUS

EUS represents the students in 6 different departments (Bioengineering; Chemical Engineering; Civil Engineering; Mechanical Engineering; Mining & Materials Engineering; and Electrical, Computer and Software Engineering) & the Peter Guo-hua Fu School of Architecture. We have an average of a little less than 4,000 students.

Check out the EUS Wiki for more details about anything related to Engineering/EUS!

Engineering & EUS Affairs

Council

- First EUS council took place on October 2.
- Board of Governors (BoG) Members at Large Elections taking place
- Two members of council to be nominated to the BoG next council
- Five people appointed on the Involvement Restriction Committee
- Equity & Mental Health Coordinators Committee Policy was updated
- Some departmental presidents and VP External expressed their concerns with regards to the Policy on Moratorium Notice of Motion & how the companies listed are the main employers of engineering students.

General

- CFES President’s meeting took place in BC; President & VP External went.
- Engineering Senator working on the Subcommittee on Teaching and Learning & Researching into Open Educational Resources
- Most departments holding welcoming events to new & returning students
- Some departments went on networking trips (outside of Montreal)
- Bioengineering up for accreditation review by the Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB)
- Our design teams reppin' McGill on the world stage; we literally need to build a new trophy cabinet (thnx for the financial support ssmu xx)
- The Engine (Engineering Innovation & Entrepreneurship) Centre opened its new hub in FDA

Services currently operating

- Engineering Peer Tutoring Service (EPTS)
- CopiEUS
- Frostbite
- G-Store
- The Cube

Notable Events

- EUS Involvement Day
- EUS Conference
- EUS Retreat
- EUS Sports Leagues
- TechFair
- Many departmental events as well

Personal Work

- Presented an “Intro to SSMU” alongside Bruno at EUS Council
- Working hard on improving outreach towards engineering students & general interest in the SSMU
- Met with the President
- Worked on the “Motion to Condemn Bill 21”
- Trying to get good grades in my classes :)

Good luck on your midterms :)

Kindest regards,
Mustafa Fakih (He, Him)
Engineering Representative to the SSMU
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